NETWORK NEWS & UPDATES

We received a positive response from NINDS to our SIREN renewal application—Impact Score 13! The NHLBI council was scheduled for 10/25, and we expect to hear very soon if our network (and others) will be funded for this next cycle. Stay tuned!

Total OHSU Network enrollment: 310
BOOST 3 NEWS & UPDATES

- BOOST 3 enrollments: 412 (Target enrollment 1094)
- **OHSU Network Enrollment: 115**
- A recording of the investigator meeting is now available on the BOOST3 website.
- Bio-BOOST enrollments: 72; **OHSU Network: 23**.
- ELECTROBOOST enrollment: 17; **OHSU Network: 0**
  - Congrats to OHSU’s Electro-BOOST team – they have had their readiness call and expect to be up and enrolling in this study in the next few weeks!

ICECAP NEWS & UPDATES

- ICECAP Enrollments: 580 (Goal: 1800)
- **OHSU Network Enrollment: 115**
- We have relaunched enrollment at Adventist and are excited to be screening again! Looking forward to our next enrollment!
- This is a friendly reminder of the upcoming continuing review of ICECAP. Please make sure that your [Site Continuing Renewal](#) form is completed in WebDCU.

PEDS ICECAP & UPDATES

- P-ICECAP Enrollments: 7 (Goal: 900)
- **OHSU Network Enrollment: 1** – congrats to OHSU – Doernbecher Children’s for their first enrollment!
- CCC office hours are Mondays from 3-4 EST, and Carol and/or Moni will be available.
  - The link is: [https://umich.zoom.us/j/96979875686](https://umich.zoom.us/j/96979875686) Passcode: 758039
- 27 hospitals have been released to enroll
- Reminder: Please enter screen failures as they occur for this study.
- If you have a question for the CCC, it is best to email this address: [picecap-contact@umich.edu](mailto:picecap-contact@umich.edu) . This goes to multiple people and will get you the quickest and most accurate answer.

HOBIT NEWS & UPDATES

- Enrollment: 90 (Goal:200)
- **OHSU Network enrollment: 11**
- BioHOBIT Enrollment: 24

CTMC SERIES PRESENTATION LINKS

- The Clinical Trials Methodology Course has announced the 2022 FALL webinar series schedule. *Please note the schedule has been updated since it was last sent out in spring*
  - Next meeting is Friday 10/28/2022, join at [https://umich.zoom.us/s/91370761668](https://umich.zoom.us/s/91370761668)
CRF COMPLETION BEST PRACTICES AND GUIDELINES

- We wanted to take a moment to remind you about expectations for CRF completion. Our HUB is in last place for data completion, and we need to turn this trend around!
- As a general rule of thumb, CRFs should be completed and submitted within 5 days. There is some variability depending on specific CRFs within different studies, but most of them fall within the 5-day window. Please see the links below for study-specific forms below.

- CRF Completion Guidelines Links:
  - BOOST: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ay7GGUjLLlzcsFWL1hnmoL5GKooCkJBlh5VbeCA6aRI/edit?usp=sharing
  - ICECAP: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SBV3MnT31kOh_qPICUXSKc9JQz5i0zVv-EZph6bIkI/edit?usp=sharing
  - P-ICECAP: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ETa2W6-nXXDMCnzURqsJWDY-ASixqi7DDShz5q4x0n/edit#
  - HOBIT: https://docs.google.com/document/u/0/d/1-SlMar2pPFrAwHAWwzK8r0y7n7qWa2nA11DE_iFgJQ/edit

- The quickest way to determine if your site has any missing or late CRFs:
  - Click on your Alert tab and under Open CRFs.
  - If there are missing forms, the CRF Data Past Due lists out all missing forms that need to be addressed.

- If you are finding obstacles to completing your data, please feel free to reach out to us and we can help your team find a solution that works for you.
- If there are certain forms that you are unable complete within the time windows, we would love to hear from you and get your feedback so that we can improve the process and discuss barriers with study leadership.

GLOSSARY OF FREQUENTLY USED ABBREVIATIONS

CCC = Central Coordinating Center (i.e., University of Michigan)
DCC = Data Coordinating Center (i.e., Medical University of South Carolina)
EFIC= Exception from informed consent
CC = Community Consultation
PD = Public Disclosure
cIRB = Central IRB (in this case Advarra)